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Dear diving friends,
I am pleased to finally have the latest information and data for you
Indonesia trip 2022.
Travel period:

26.11.2022 (boarding in Sorong in the morning)
10.11.2022 (check out in Ambon in the afternoon)

In total we will have an unforgettable diving cruise for 15 days and 14 nights (plan
see below) experience. The travel period is chosen so that we have the best conditions in
Misool and we can guarantee hammerhead shark schools in Ambon.
Overall, the safari is all about big fish encounters. This is the goal
Itinerary designed. Both whale sharks and manta rays, large hammerhead shark schools, possibly
Encounters with molas and many other shark species will accompany us on this tour.

But macro lovers will also get their money's worth. Let me briefly describe the planned tour below:
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Itinerary
I am very happy that I was able to put
together a fantastic tour with the fenidesliveaboard team so that I could offer you
unique diving experiences.
Our tour will be a combination of the
famous "Ring of Fire" and Raja Ampat,
all indisputable highlights of Northern
Indonesia.
Starting from Ambon, the macro sky of
the archipelago, our schedule leads us
straight into the Banda Sea. There are
huge hammerhead shark schools especially on the islands of Serua and Manuk. There is also a
great spot for sea snakes at Manuk ... great for underwater photographers.
Most days, 3 dives are planned because the places are quite deep. We try to take every chance of
a night TG. A cultural visit to the city of
Banda Neira will round off our stay in Lake
Banda.
Our next destination is Triton Bay, famous
for the most pristine reefs in northern
Indonesia. A small white tongue of sand will
lead us along the coast of West Papua. Wideangle lenses are essential here. WHY ???
Whale sharks.One of the biggest attractions
in Triton Bay are the whale sharks that live
there all year round. Huge swarms of
anchovy and other small body fish are a safe
source of food for these giants of the ocean.
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The final destination of our trip will
be Misool and Raja Ampat. These
two regions explode with color and
marine life, making their reefs one of
the most beautiful ecosystems on our
planet. In the Misool eco-park, we
will encounter large oceanic manta
rays, many shark species, huge
sardine schools and all kinds of reef
fish that make divers' hearts beat
faster.
I can't list every single dive site here but I can assure you that our dive crew will do this cruise in
the best and most professional way.
In conclusion, I would like to mention: It is a full boat charter and we would like to show you the
most beautiful diving spots. But this also means that we are flexible in tour planning and respond
to the wishes of our guests at all times.
We will make a tour proposal, which can be adapted to the actual conditions together with you
during the tour.
The boat
You can find all information about the "Fenides" in the respective appendices. We expect the
final photos in about 4 weeks. The boat is finished so far. Work on the interior is expected to be
completed by the end of June 2019.

In the attached appendices you will find the respective specifications, equipment features, the
deck plan and the cabin overview. A special room for photo and video editing is available for our
photographers. Each cabin is also equipped with a tablet to enjoy the on-board entertainment
program.
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The "Fenides" is a boat of the absolute top class. From the equipment of the cabins, to the diving
deck and the crew, we will leave nothing to be desired.
This trip will also be an culinary experience. Our guests are spoiled with the finest local and
international cuisine.
Come on board and enjoy 2 fantastic and unique weeks in Northern Indonesia.
Pricelist:
Typ

Price per night

Total

reference

Doppelkabine, Lower Deck

443,00 USD

6.202,00 USD

494,00 USD

Doppelkabine , Upper Deck

460,00 USD

6.440,00 USD

494,00 USD

Master Suit, 3 Personen

516,00 USD

7.224,00 USD

571,00 USD

Included Services:
- Nitrox tanks and filling
- Airport / hotel transfer
- Booked cabin and all-inclusive catering and services
- All shore excursions
- Up to 4 dives with a guide per day
As a special bonus, Tommy`s Divecenter pays all port and fuel surcharges.
Exlusivleistungen:
- National Park fees
- diving courses
- Alcoholic beverages in bottles or cans
- Diving Insurance
- Tips for the crew
payment data:
10 Days after booking

30 %

8 month before depature,

50 %

5 month before depature,

20 %

We strongly recommend taking out adequate travel cancellation insurance.
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Cancellation Policy
We have tried to make our cancellation policy as customer-friendly as possible.
Cancelation within 10 days after first paypment

100 % refund minus 10 % Fee

Cancelation later then 10 Days after booking but
more then 180 days before departure

60 % refund from the paid amount

Cancelation later than 10 Days after booking but
more then 90 Days before departure

75 % refund from the paid amount

Cancelation later than 10 Days after booking but
not more then 90 Days before departure

No refund

A transfer of a booked trip to another person is possible at any time without additional costs.
Appropriate diving qualifications are required.
The purchase price is to be transferred in USD. A corresponding bank account will be sent with
the booking documents.

In conclusion, I and we are particularly pleased to be able to offer you this fantastic diving trip.
We hope to experience great diving adventures together, enjoy fantastic moments on board and
create many new memories.
I remain with the very best greetings and wishes from Phuket

Tommy Ebert
Tommy`s Divecenter Phuket
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